
 

Secret recordings emerge over Operation Fast and 
Furious and the ATF's conspiracy to put more 
guns into the hands of Mexican drug gangs 

Tuesday, September 20, 2011
by Mike Adams, the Health Ranger
Editor of NaturalNews.com (See all articles...)

(NaturalNews) You just gotta love the audacity of the U.S. federal government and its active staging 
of crimes in order to achieve political goals. Operation Fast and Furious is the most recent 
example of a U.S.-run criminal conspiracy pursued for the ultimate purpose of dismantling the Bill 
of Rights. It involved ATF agents running a criminal scheme that sold literally tens of thousands of  
guns to Mexican drug gangs, after which the government planned to call for "gun sales restrictions" 
following the wave of gun violence that would inevitably result.

There was only one problem with the government's evil plan, however -- some ATF agents blew the 
whistle, and then the whole conspiracy exploded in their faces. Now even the mainstream media -- 
which usually won't touch government conspiracies -- is all over Operation Fast and Furious. Heck, 
the LA Times even has an entire special section dedicated to it, and the paper is actually producing 
some decent stories on the subject: http://www.latimes.com/news/nationworld/nation/atf-fast-
furious-sg,0,...

One of their newest stories reports, "Top Mexican officials say the U.S. kept them in the dark. One 
official was stunned to learn that the cartel hit men who killed her brother had assault rifles from 
Fast and Furious in their arsenal." (http://www.latimes.com/news/nationworld/world/la-fg-mexico-
fast-furio...)

And for all those who say they don't believe in "conspiracy theories," well, it turns out they were all 
just naive, as usual. Here's a conspiracy fact right in your face -- and the government has now been 
forced to admit to it!

Even CBS is breaking some of the news on all this, including publicizing newly-released secret 
audio tapes that reveal Agent MacAllister and Howard (the gun dealer) expressing concern that 
"...whistleblower ATF special agent John Dodson has further evidence that could be damaging to 
the government." (http://www.cbsnews.com/8301-31727_162-20108240-10391695.html)

This is total government criminality caught in action, folks. And if you really want the whole story 
on Operation Fast and Furious, read up on InfoWars.com:
http://www.infowars.com/insider-cia-orchestrated-operation-fast-and-f...
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The mainstream media bought into the cover story
What's clear about Operation Fast and Furious is that it involved not only the ATF but also the 
White House. The LA Times and other mainstream media papers are incorrectly reporting it as a 
"failed sting operation," but that's just the cover story. In reality, Operation Fast and Furious was a 
raging success! It achieved its stated goal which was placing thousands of rifles and pistols into the 
hands of Mexican drug gangs, then hoping enough violence would spill over into the USA that the 
American people would call for gun sales restrictions.

Whether you admire the Second Amendment or not, you've got to admit this is a particularly 
insidious conspiracy because it has the government directly promoting sales of weapons to 
criminals. Normally when you walk into a gun store, you can't buy a weapon without passing an 
FBI background check. So there's a safety mechanism in place to prevent guns from being 
purchased by felons or non-citizens. But in this conspiracy operation, the ATF specifically told gun 
store owners (such as Lone Wolf in Arizona) to sell guns to criminals even if they didn't pass the 
background checks. This is just one example of how the U.S. federal government has become a 
criminal organization that promotes gun violence in America.

Remember the conventional cover story for all this? That the guns were going to be "tracked" to see 
where they ended up?

There's just one problem with this whole story: There were no tracking devices installed on any of 
the guns being sold to criminals. Thus, the whole idea of tracking these guns is ludicrous, and the 
government's official cover story falls apart (yet again). The purpose of Fast and Furious wasn't to 
TRACK guns but to ARM CRIMINALS and then hope enough bodies would pile up that the 
government could call for restrictions against the Second Amendment.

In fact, even though the government has been caught red handed in this operation, it has already 
begun to roll out the gun sales restrictions it planned all along! Documents acquired by InfoWars 
(and also separately by NaturalNews) reveal that gun shops throughout Arizona, New Mexico and 
Texas have been ordered by the ATF to report any sale of more than one rifle or pistol to any 
single person. Thus, even though the FBI already runs background checks on purchasers of 
firearms, the ATF is now creating a second layer of burdensome paperwork on many sales of 
firearms. Importantly, this adds no additional background check security to the gun purchasing 
process, which is already subjected to FBI approval anyway. Even worse, this entire process is 
being done completely outside the law, using solely the regulatory bullying of the ATF itself -- the 
very same agency that is technically a rogue government agency steeped in criminal behavior.

A lawless government
Did you ever notice how the federal government never faces any consequences when it breaks the 
law, but if you or I sold guns to Mexican drug criminals, we'd be facing decades in prison? As we've 
all seen from numerous examples, the government today is a lawless, criminal gang that breaks its 
own laws with impunity.

We now know that the U.S. government staged the 9/11 terror attacks and brought down the WTC 7 
building using planned demolition charges. This isn't even questioned by any rational person 
anymore, as thousands of architects and engineers have gone public in stating that WTC 7 was, 
without question, a demolition job (http://www.ae911truth.org). We also know that the government 
conspired to put tens of thousands of weapons directly into the hands of criminal drug gangs. Time 
and time again, the federal government actively plots to break the law in order to crush freedom 
and usurp power. Yet the mainstream media largely doesn't cover any of this, and the mainstream 
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sheeple of America are for the most part too dumbed-down to even believe what's really happening.

There's no telling what the government is planning and plotting right now in its evil scheme to 
destroy our civil rights and unleash a total police state in America. What Operation Fast and Furious 
really proves is that the U.S. federal government will openly endanger innocent lives and break 
any laws it wants in pursuit of crushing freedom in America.

It's not even about the guns, you see. It's about the tactics that the U.S. government now uses to 
achieve its political aims. Rather than going to the People and asking for their rational views on 
security versus freedom, the government stages its own catastrophes and crimes in order to get 
people to REACT so that freedoms can then be stolen from everyone.

Isn't that what "the terrorists" were accused of doing? Remember when George Bush said that 
terrorists targeted America because "they hate freedom"? But it turns out the real haters of freedom 
are the rogue agents within the federal government itself. The real roots of modern-day terrorism, it 
seems, are more easily found in Washington D.C. than Iraq or Syria.

We were just following orders, sir
Are there good agents in the federal government? Absolutely there are. It was ATF agents who blew 
the whistle on the ATF conspiracy in the first place. There are FBI agents who do good work to help 
protect America from legitimate threats. At every level of law enforcement, there are men and 
women who put their lives on the line with great courage and a real sense of duty. Yet sadly, 
there are just as many government agents who are ready and willing to commit serious crimes as 
long as they are told to do so. They make no distinction between good or bad and merely "follow 
orders."

That's how we ended up with Operation Fast and Furious, which was no doubt the brainchild of a 
bunch of gun haters at the White House who decided it was somehow okay for them to break the 
law as long as they were wrongfully framing (and blaming) gun shops. In their minds, you see, the 
ends justify the means, so they believe they can commit any and all crimes necessary to achieve 
their final goal, which might have nothing at all to do with guns. It might be a goal of crushing the 
raw dairy industry or keeping hemp illegal. Or even outlawing home gardens.

There's no telling what our federal government will do next in its out-of-control desire to crush 
freedom and destroy our rights. It could stage its own terrorist attacks, unleash bombs in major U.S. 
cities, poison the water supply or even stage the deaths of U.S. Navy Seal Team members... and it 
would do it all with a straight face, claiming to be "protecting America" even though it is destroying 
America from the inside out. (http://www.naturalnews.com/033545_government_terrorism.html)

This is why Big Government is so inherently dangerous. When it becomes so large and powerful 
that it can run criminal conspiracies with impunity, it's only a matter of time before the 
government itself becomes the enemy of freedom and spends more time figuring out how to destroy 
the nation than protecting it.

See the related CounterThink cartoon on all this at:
http://counterthink.com/Fast_and_Furious.asp 
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Take away all the guns all the time 
Monday, July 30, 2012 by: Jon Rappoport

(NaturalNews) He paced the floor and scratched his chin. He went to his desk and made a few notes 
on a legal pad.

Obama thought about it and finally came up with a really good reason to own a gun: "hunting and 
shooting are part of a cherished national heritage."

Glad he cleared that one up.

Expecting the president of the United States to say the 2nd Amendment is there to protect citizens 
against an oppressive government is like expecting Dick Cheney to put himself in jail for shooting 
his friend in the face with a shotgun.

The president of the United States perfectly represents the oppressive government that the 
Constitution was shaped to avoid.

If you want to know why the Constitution is no longer studied in school, look no further than the 
previous sentence.

A twelve-year old reads the Constitution, stands up in class and says, "It seems like this document 
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was written to prevent the kind of government we have now."

"Careful, kid, that could be interpreted as a terrorist remark. Let me call DHS and check on it."

Let's review. The right to own a gun stems from the idea of property. Property means you own 
something absolutely. A piece of land, a house, your own body. Something to defend. The right to 
own a gun stems from the idea of family, too. You have a family. You can protect them.

So, for example, and I know this is a ridiculous example, because it would never happen, but if you 
were sitting in a movie theater and three people came in with guns and started shooting up the 
place, you could protect your body by removing your gun from your holster and shooting back.

If someone from the government came to your house and told you you had to have your children 
vaccinated, or you had to allow your daughter to have chemotherapy with a drug that could burn the 
paint off a car, you could show that person your gun. Your neighbors, hearing of this problem, could 
arrive with their guns, too, just to remind the government representative what the term "limited 
powers" means.

While holding your gun, you could explain that "we are not in this all together," that every citizen 
has the right to choose what to do with his property.

In a similar situation, and again this would never happen, suppose you were collecting rainwater in 
big barrels on your property, and a brain-damaged government employee dropped by and told you 
this was an illegal act. Suppose your rational explanation didn't work, didn't penetrate at all. You 
could remove your gun from your holster and display it, to emphasize your point.

Or suppose you were growing lots of food on your front lawn, or your child was selling lemonade 
on that same lawn, or, God forbid, you were smoking, or smoking marijuana, on your porch, or you 
were studying the Bible with friends in your house, or you were building a second house on your 
land, or you were baking cookies and selling them to your neighbors, or you were putting up a 
windmill, or your 11-year-old son was driving your car up and down the driveway, or you were 
administering herbs to a friend with cancer by mutual agreement and with informed consent, or you 
were digging a well, or you were flying a large American flag from a pole, or you were burying 
your dead dog, or your daughter was jumping on a trampoline without a helmet, or you were 
standing on your front walk filming the police as they were taking to your next-door neighbor...

And suppose you received a visit from a government employee telling you you couldn't do these 
things, and the employee told you you could be arrested. You might display your weapon and your 
neighbors might suddenly show up with their weapons, just to educate the employee about the 
meaning of the 2nd Amendment.

This is just a fantasy, and it would never happen, but suppose the president of the United States 
declared war on a nation without the consent of Congress, or the power to create money was shifted 
from Congress to a group of private banks posing as government agents, and then suppose a few 
million Americans showed up in Washington with their guns and pointed out that these acts 
explicitly violated the Constitution.

This next one is so far out it could be called a nightmare, and of course it could never happen. But 
suppose there was a federal agency that was responsible for certifying all medicines as safe and 
effective before they were released for public use, and suppose that every year, like clockwork, 
these medicines were killing 100,000 Americans, and suppose the government agency responsible 
for arresting the government employees who were allowing the killer drugs to be foisted on the 
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public wasn't arresting them. Then, too, I suppose some waving of guns would be in order, as a 
prompt to fix the problem.

And suppose the government wasn't just the government, but regularly colluded with giant 
corporations to steal from, trample on, and roll over millions of citizens on an ongoing basis. There, 
too, some education would be in order, especially, for example, if the government and a few 
corporations were cooperating to ensure nutritionally-deficient genetically modified food 
monopolized the nation's food supply. The display of many weapons could restrain this cartel.

If government were using billions of dollars to watch, record, and analyze all citizen movements 
and communications with each other, this, too, would call for citizens to educate government.

There are people who agree with many of these charges against government, and yet, at the same 
time, they love government enough to want it to hold---along with thugs and criminals---all the 
guns in the country. That's a lot of love.

"We know you're basically evil, Daddy Government, but we love and trust you enough to give you 
all our guns."

And in return, the government says, "We appreciate your confidence, but just in case you have a 
scintilla of doubt or hesitation, we're going to sell weapons to heinous murderers south of our 
border and then blame gun shops for the resultant killings, to prove that all private citizens should 
be weaponless."

Now you might think I'm offering a solution (guns in private hands) that can't offset or diminish the 
problems this bloated government is causing us, because those problems and the sheer force of 
government are too great to be moved aside by people who own weapons.

If this is what you think, then (a) isn't that proof the intent of the Constitution has really gone to hell 
in a handbasket, and b) is that a reason to just lie down and hand over your right to self-defense?

Actually, when all the guns are taken, there will be no private citizens. "Private" implies the ability 
to protect life, property, and person from the government and other criminals.

On that weaponless day, we'll all be sitting in a theater when the masked agents of the state come 
through the doors with their armament.

Jon Rappoport
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Guns vs. Drugs - The real cause of violent 
shooting sprees 
Friday, August 03, 2012 by: Victoria Moore

(NaturalNews) Often in the wake of a big massacre such as what happened recently in Aurora, 
people are scared, sad and looking for answers. Unfortunately, the media ALWAYS distorts the 
problem; placing blame on the need for stricter gun laws, or gun bans altogether. The truth is the 
gun is hardly the problem as everyone knows; guns don't kill people, people kill people. When 
incidents like this occur, shouldn't people be focusing on what caused this senseless act to happen in 
the first place, rather than the weapons that were used to carry out these horrific acts? But don't 
expect the media to let you know that one of the biggest causes is the products of the 
pharmaceutical companies that just happen to bankroll the corporate gatekeepers.
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When it comes to guns, the majority of gun owners are responsible, law abiding citizens. They go 
through a proper background check, licensing, and use the firearms appropriately. Parents play a 
crucial role in teaching their children about gun safety and making sure that guns are stored 
appropriately. Firearm safety for children removes the mystique around guns and teaches them that 
guns can be a useful tool and should not be treated as a toy.

The pharmaceutical drug pandemic
Most recent carnages have a common theme; the use of psychiatric drugs by the killer. With one in 
five adults taking psychiatric drugs and the push of these medications on children, shouldn't there 
be a cause for concern that we are paving the way for potential future incidents? These prescription 
drugs are altering the brain chemistry, which causes the person to feel distanced from reality. 
Ironically the antidepressants often cause side effects of depression, suicidal thoughts, and 
homicidal behavior, which as we have seen, can result in vicious tirades.

As these events become more widespread, the only way to try to prevent them from happening in 
the first place is to get to the root of the problem - The Drugs! Should the pharmaceutical drugs and 
doctors who write the prescriptions be held partially responsible for these acts of violence? After all, 
they are making profit on patented chemicals while destroying human lives in the process. It is 
estimated that over 500,000 school-age children are currently taking antidepressants. This leads to 
higher number of suicides and attempted suicides in the teenage and young adult years.

With very little research done on the long-term effects of these antidepressants on children why are 
so many receiving prescriptions? The pharmaceutical companies are making huge profits off the 
young now, and these children are set to be in the pharmaceutical cycle for life. The lack of 
information we have on how these medications influence adolescents demonstrates the true 
criminality of Big Pharma. They have absolutely no regard for their customers; or humanity in 
general, by continuing to allow these drugs to be given without having an idea of what it is doing to 
the person taking them.

Better alternatives to putting kids on antidepressants include keeping them away from violent TV 
shows and video games. Parents should also look at changing the diet to eliminate processed foods 
and getting them involved in mind-body exercises such as martial arts and yoga. Homeopathic 
options are also available that work with the body rather than suppress the symptoms. It is much 
safer and benefits everyone involved if these options are explored before putting young children on 
pharmaceutical drugs.

Sources for this article include

The Omega Diet: The Lifesaving Nutritional Program Based on the Diet of the Island of Crete by 
Artemis P. Simopoulos, M.D., and Jo Robinson

http://www.naturalnews.com/020787.html

http://www.nrahq.org/safety/eddie/infoparents.asp

http://www.amderringer.com/kidsafety.html 
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• The great direct-to-consumer prescription drug advertising con: how patients and doctors alike 
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US government openly admits arming Mexican 
drug gangs with 30,000 firearms - but why? 

Friday, July 08, 2011
by Mike Adams, the Health Ranger
Editor of NaturalNews.com (See all articles...)

(NaturalNews) It is now a widely-reported fact that under the Obama administration, U.S. federal 
agents actively placed over 30,000 fully-functional weapons into the hands of Mexican drug gangs, 
then halted all surveillance and tracking activities of where those weapons were going.

This is not a conspiracy theory, nor a piece of fiction. It is now an openly-admitted fact that this was 
pulled off by the BATFE (Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives, more commonly 
called "ATF") under orders from Washington. The program was called "Fast and Furious."

Even Reuters is now covering the news and reporting how members of Congress are outraged to 
learn that this happened (http://www.reuters.com/article/2011/06/15/us-usa-mexico-guns-
idUSTRE7...).

Details are also starting to leak about the cover-up inside ATF, which was led by the U.S. Attorney 
in Arizona, Dennis Burke, an Obama appointee (http://dailycaller.com/2011/07/06/issa-grassley-
blast-holder-in-lette...). The engineering of the illegal gun running went right up the chain of 
command to the director of the ATF, Kenneth Melson, who is now expected to resign. The real 
planning of this event went even higher up the chain of command in Washington, possibly all the 
way to Attorney General Eric Holder (http://dailycaller.com/2011/06/21/issa-staffer-gunrunner-
investigatio...). 

Among the firearms sold to the Mexican drug gangs were AK-47s, thousands of pistols and, 
remarkably, .50-caliber rifles which are typically used to disable vehicles or carry out sniper-based 
assassinations at extremely long ranges (up to two miles). The mainstream media is now reporting 
that these weapons are turning up in violent crimes being committed in Phoenix, Arizona. As an 
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ABC news affiliate reports:

"According to the testimony of three Phoenix ATF agents, including Dodson, hundreds of weapons  
are now on the streets in the United States and Mexico, possibly in the hands of criminals. Dodson 
estimated the number could be as many as 1,800 weapons. He estimated agents in the Phoenix field  
division facilitated the sale of approximately 2,500 weapons to straw purchasers. A few hundred  
have been recovered." (http://www.abc15.com/dpp/news/local_news/investigations/weapons-
linke...)

How the "Fast and Furious" program put thousands of 
weapons directly into the hands of Mexican drug gangs
Here's how "Fast and Furious" worked: Under orders from Washington, ATF agents were 
specifically told to acquire these weapons using "straw" buyers in the USA, find new buyers in 
Mexican drug gangs, then sell the weapons and "lose track" of them. Although some agents raised 
concerns about the insanity, they were overruled by the higher-ups in Washington who wanted to 
pursue this policy for their own reasons. "It made no sense to us either, it was just what we were 
ordered to do, and every time we questioned that order there was punitive action," said Phoenix 
Special Agent John Dodson.

But what could be the reasons for Washington initiating such a program in the first place? Why 
would the Obama administration actively send 30,000 sniper rifles, assault weapons and firearms 
into Mexico even while claiming to follow an anti-gun stance back in the USA?

To answer that question, you need to understand P.R.S -- Problem, Reaction, Solution. It is the 
"playbook" that governments use to get what they want, which usually involves: 1) Disarming their 
populations, 2) Taking away all their rights and freedoms, and then 3) Ruling over their people as 
tyrants with complete power.

Precisely such an effort is now underway in the United States, led by the Obama administration 
which has repeatedly demonstrated itself to be an enemy of the U.S. Constitution and its Bill of 
Rights.

How Problem, Reaction, Solution really works
If you're the U.S. government, you can't just announce a new program to disarm the country, end the 
Bill of Rights and install yourself as the King. People won't go for it if you try to sell it that way. 
Instead, you need to find a way to get people to BEG you to do all that.

So you need a way to put people in a state of mind where they are terrified of drugs, terrified of 
guns and terrified of the border violence -- to the point where they insist that somebody in 
Washington do something about it.

Therefore, you first need a way to cause the problem that results in all the violence that people react 
to. You effectively need to create violence and then wait for people to beg you to stop it.

This is where the Obama administration's program to send 30,000 firearms into Mexico comes into 
play. If you want to cause gun violence and drug war violence, what better way to accomplish it 
than to just arm all the bad guys?

Think about it: 30,000 weapons in the hands of drug criminals! Then all you have to do is sit back 
and wait for all the violence to kick in. And it has kicked in -- in huge numbers. Shootings on the 
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border, kidnappings, armed conflict across the border with U.S. border agents, and so on. Violent 
crimes in Arizona are now being committed with these very same weapons the ATF trafficked into 
the hands of Mexican drug gangs.

As Judicial Watch president Tim Fitton explains, his belief is that Operation Fast and Furious was 
purely an anti-gun political ploy from the Obama administration, designed to put more guns into the 
hands of criminals as a justification for confiscating guns from all citizens. He adds, "I think 
another major part of this story is that the narrative of the Obama administration and the ATF is that, 
'wouldn't it be great if we could tie guns, as part of our anti-gun agenda, to the Mexican civil war, as 
opposed to, you know, our lack of enforcement of the drug laws or failure to protect the borders.'" 
(http://dailycaller.com/2011/06/21/issa-staffer-gunrunner-investigatio...)

And here's the real kicker: Of all the weapons now being confiscated by police in Mexico, an 
astonishing 70 percent came from the United States. So now you have a situation where the USA 
is actually arming the criminals in Mexico and destabilizing that country's entire system of law and 
order. The drug gangs are at war with the police there, and thanks to thinks like U.S.-supplies AK-
47s and .50-caliber sniper rifles, the drug gangs are winning!

ATF can now demand more power and bigger budgets
Getting back to the U.S. issue, if you're the DEA or the ATF, you now have 30,000 more reasons to 
have your own budgets increased. There's a wave of violence coming across the border! The drug 
gangs are out of control! They're shooting back!

Well gee, I wonder why? It's because the ATF actually sold them these 30,000 rifles under orders 
from Washington.

And now the Obama administration is, predictably, saying there's so much "gun violence" in the 
Southern USA that new laws are needed to curb gun sales there.

Seriously? New laws? What about the 30,000 guns the ATF openly and admittedly sold to the 
Mexican drug gangs? Wasn't that already a violation of law?

It all comes back to Problem, Reaction, Solution, you see. Want to keep the useless War on Drugs 
going a little longer? Just dump a few thousand pounds of cocaine into the hands of criminals and 
let 'em run loose with it. Want to beef up the budgets of the ATF? Just distribute 30,000 illegal 
weapons into the hands of drug gangs and then sit back and wait for people to beg for your help. 
Want to justify a war on "terror" in the Middle East? Dream up some stupid story about Weapons of 
Mass Destruction and then launch a war.

For every power-hungry tyrannical agenda in Washington, there's a false flag operation that will 
make it come true.

If the U.S. government would actively arm drug gangs, in 
what other ways might it betray the American people?
Now that you know the truth about how Washington put 30,000 guns into the hands of Mexican 
drug gangs, it naturally makes you start to wonder about the government's involvement with things 
like vaccines.

Want to make people so afraid of infectious disease that they beg for vaccines? Just release an 
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infectious disease into the population yourself! It's a simple matter, really.

Want to get the public to beg for new food safety regulations? Just release e.coli into the food 
supply and then wait for the deaths to be reported in the news. All of a sudden people are 
demanding more food safety regulations.

Want to justify military imperialism and expansion? Just stage your own terrorist attack against 
your own country! Then magically find the passports of some terrorists at the scene of the crime 
and blame the whole thing on them.

When theory becomes fact
You see, all this used to exist solely in the realm of conspiracy theory. A few years ago, if you even 
suggested this kind of thing was going on, you were called a kook. But now it's an established fact 
being reported by Reuters, Washington Post and other major news outlets. Now the U.S. 
government has been forced to admit that yes, it actively delivered 30,000 firearms into the hands of 
Mexican drug gangs and then intentionally stopped tracking where they went.

This is no longer conspiracy theory. It's conspiracy FACT. And similar types of operations are being 
planned right now for other agendas the government has in mind: Taking away your Fourth 
Amendment rights, for example. How do you accomplish that? Just stage an airport terrorism 
attack, just like the one the TSA was caught rehearsing in Minnesota 
(http://www.naturalnews.com/032458_TSA_bomb_drill.html).

Want to take away peoples' Second Amendment rights? Just brainwash some low-IQ psychopath to 
walk into a shopping mall and start blazing away with fully automatic weapons that were provided 
to him by the ATF!

It's simple, you see. Pick a topic, choose an agenda, then cause the problem yourself. Then sit back 
and wait for the reaction. Works every time.

The CDC pulled the same stunt back in the 1980's with AIDS. At a time when the CDC was facing 
severe budget cuts, it actually hyped up the whole AIDS epidemic and started releasing complete 
scientific fictions as if they were fact. The disease mongering by the CDC caused widespread fear 
and panic across the country, earning it huge budget increases from the U.S. government.

This is all fully documented in the movie House of Numbers, by the way, using recorded video 
interviews from many of the key scientists involved in the whole fiasco who finally went on record 
to tell the truth. Almost everything you've been fed about AIDS is a fabrication or a distortion of the 
scientific truth. Watch these astonishing videos to see for yourself:

http://naturalnews.tv/v.asp?v=D35F0FFB30FA5AB31FA918A6F6BF326C
http://naturalnews.tv/v.asp?v=BE507E11B1D7BADB9099AEE644B35D2A
http://naturalnews.tv/v.asp?v=4FE73A67EAEC6D7D2E8F8CF30E63A37E

The American government is working AGAINST you, not for 
you
The point in all this is that much of what you see happening in the world today in terms of 
terrorism, the drug war, infectious disease and health care are just fabricated, staged events 
actually pulled off by the very people who stand to benefit from the reaction!
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Suckers and sheeple always believe the mainstream news at face value. They believe we're under 
attack from terrorists who bring down tall buildings, or we're being assaulted by Mexican drug 
gangs on the border, or we're threatened by the Swine Flu. That's what suckers are supposed to 
believe, you see: That your government is never working against you... it's always working FOR 
you, right?

But intelligent people know the opposite is true: Your government is usually plotting against you 
and trying to figure out how to expand its power, expand its reach, reduce your freedoms and 
control your life. This is accomplished by unleashing the very problems that the government 
claims to be fighting to prevent.

The government, for example, says it's trying to solve our nation's economic problems. And how 
does it accomplish that? By generating trillions of dollars in new fiat currency and handing it over 
to the criminals running Wall Street. This has the net effect of stealing money from everybody else 
through dollar devaluation.

How does the government solve our national health care crisis? By enacting Obamacare, which 
mandates that more people buy into a system that has utterly failed to serve the health interests of 
the American people in the first place!

So at the very same time the government says it's working to improve the economy, it's actually 
stealing from you behind your back. At the very same time the government says it's trying to stop 
cancer, its own health-related agencies (National Cancer Institute, for example) are openly engaged 
in massive disinformation campaigns that spread false information about sunlight being 
"dangerous" to your health (while conveniently ignoring the truth about vitamin D and its cancer 
preventive properties).

The government says it wants to make your food safer, and yet the USDA keeps approving 
genetically modified foods that are essentially massive biological experiments that cause 
widespread infertility and disease.

The same story goes on and on... with fluoride in the water, mercury in dental fillings, aspartame in 
diet sodas, pesticide use in agriculture and so on. At nearly every turn, the government itself is 
actively plotting against the People to keep them financially enslaved, biologically diseased and 
mentally ignorant.

Shipping guns into Mexico, you see, is just a tiny part of the big picture that's going on today in the 
USA. The same process -- Problem, Reaction, Solution -- is in use almost everywhere in 
government at both the state and federal level.

Big Government is the enemy of peace and freedom
Bureaucrats hate to lose their jobs, and if there's a way to stage something that makes them 
suddenly look more important, they won't hesitate to roll it out. The U.S. government, just so you 
know, has been actively engaged in weapons trafficking, drug running and counterfeiting for 
decades. If you or I did what our own government does every single day, we'd be arrested as felony 
criminals. But when the government runs guns into Mexico, or traffics in cocaine, or prints 
counterfeit dollar bills that have no backing with real value, somehow it's all okay.

Amazing how our own government has now turned into the very criminals that it claims to be 
protecting us against, isn't it? Who are the real terrorists in America? The ATF agents running 
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guns into the hands of Mexican drug gangs, of course. And the FBI agents who set up Arab-looking 
patsies to try to set off fake bombs that the FBI actually assembled for them!

By the way, Alex Jones (www.PrisonPlanet.com) has been covering all this for years. He's been 
saying this all along, and time and time again, he's been proven right. I realize his presentation style 
may seem a little intense to some people, but at the end of the day, Alex Jones is far more accurate 
at decoding what's really going on behind the scenes than any mainstream news channel or 
newspaper. Here's an article from InfoWars on this very topic: http://www.infowars.com/obama-
administration-caught-running-false-fla...

I'm scheduled to host the Alex Jones show next week and will likely be discussing more about the 
ATF's gun-running activities in Mexico. In the mean time, stay tuned to NaturalNews.com for more 
stories that aren't afraid to report the truth about what's really happening in our world today. 
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What's the government buying these days? 
Hollow point bullets, hardened checkpoint booths 
and radiation pills 

Wednesday, April 18, 2012
by Mike Adams, the Health Ranger
Editor of NaturalNews.com (See all articles...)

(NaturalNews) You can tell a lot about a person by assessing what they purchase. It's called 
"consumer profiling," and corporations do it all the time. That's how those grocery store loyalty 
discount programs work, by the way -- they profile your psychology by analyzing what you're 
buying. From that information, they can target you for coupons, mailers and other marketing 
campaigns that "magically" speak to your particular interests. It's not magic, of course; it's just 
behavioral profiling.

So what happens if we profile the purchasing behavior of the U.S. government? What do we find?

Bullets, bullet-proof roadside checkpoint booths, and anti-radiation pills.

450 million rounds of hollow points to be used against the 
American people
Just a few weeks ago, the federal government initiated a contract for acquiring 450 million rounds 
of .40 caliber ammunition. "The special hollow point effectively passes through a variety of barriers 
and holds its jacket in the toughest conditions," says a press release from the award winner, 
ammunition manufacturer ATK. (http://www.marketwatch.com/story/atk-secures-40-caliber-
ammunition-co...). This ammo is for the Department of Homeland Security as well as ICE.

Question: What does DHS intend to do with 450 million rounds of barrier-piercing hollow point 
ammunition?

The really important answer is that no one buys hollow point bullets for target practice. They're 
too expensive. Practice ammo is always FMJ ammo (Full Metal Jacket), meaning it has a solid tip. 
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But the far more expensive hollow point ammo is ballistically designed to shred internal organs 
upon impact. It's the kind of ammo used by police officers who want to shatter the bad guy's 
sternum as quickly as possible and thereby bring him to the ground where he bleeds out from 
internal tissue trauma.

The DHS is a domestic agency. It does not fight wars overseas. It almost exclusively concerns 
itself with the American people on American soil. That the DHS is contracting to buy 450 million 
rounds of hollow point ammo can only mean DHS plans to need this ammo to be used against 
the American people.

Do the math: That's almost two bullets for every man, woman and child in America -- all in the 
hands of a government agency that says you should spy on your fellow citizens because they might 
be terrorists. The message is clear: Government is good, citizens are bad. And DHS feels it needs 
450 million rounds of hollow point ammo to keep the American people in line, apparently. For what 
other purpose would so much hollow point ammo be purchased?

Bullet-proof roadside checkpoint booths
If you're still not convinced that the USA is rapidly devolving into a fascist police state with TSA 
and DHS goons feeling your genitals at the airport and randomly searching your bags on city 
busses, DHS has now bought tens of millions of dollars worth of bullet-proof roadway checkpoint 
booths featuring level-3 bulletproof glass (http://www.prisonplanet.com/after-huge-ammo-buy-dhs-
purchases-bullet-...).

It forces us to ask the obvious question: For what purpose does the DHS need thousands of 
bulletproof checkpoint booths?

Once again, the answer is obvious: To quickly erect "show us your papers" checkpoints on 
roadways, highways and key traffic points nationwide.

Oh, by the way, DHS is also acquiring monstrous assault vehicles which you can see pictured here:
http://www.prisonplanet.com/homeland-security-unveils-monstrous-swat-...

And in Houston, the TSA has unleashed a network of bus-riding secret agents to spy on citizens 
and search their bags on city busses. What's next, are they going to feel your genitals on the bus, 
too? You might be hiding a bomb in your anus, you know...

Do you think it is a coincidence that DHS is sourcing 450 million rounds of hollow point bullets at 
the same time it is buying thousands of bulletproof checkpoint booths and hardened armored assault 
vehicles?

You may have also noticed cable barriers being installed along the medians of roadways across the 
country, by the way. Where there used to be just open grass, they are now pouring concrete, setting 
metal posts, and connecting them with multiple strands of high-strength steel cables. Have you 
figured out the purpose of these yet?

Isn't it obvious? They're designed to make it impossible for people to pull a U-turn and avoid the 
checkpoint booths that will soon be appearing! (And staffed by DHS and TSA agents wielding .40 
hollow point bullets, no less.)

Are you starting to see the bigger picture here?
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$400,000 in radiation fallout pills
In addition to the hollow point ammo and the bulletproof checkpoint booths, the U.S. government 
has also purchased $400,000 worth of potassium iodide pills -- the kind of pills you take to avoid 
damage to your thyroid in the wake of radioactive fallout.

This is being done, of course, in anticipation of yet more problems at Fukushima, where just one 
more explosion or earthquake could unleash a hellstorm of radioactive pollution affecting virtually 
the entire planet. (http://www.prisonplanet.com/army-stockpiles-anti-radiation-pills-to-p...)

Isn't it interesting that the U.S. government is purchasing massive quantities of radiation protection 
pills, but when the Fukushima disaster struck in 2011, President Obama urged the American people 
to "do nothing" and assured them that they did not need to buy potassium iodide pills?

So here we have yet another case where the U.S. government is getting prepared while urging 
American citizens to AVOID getting prepared!

Isn't it time YOU got prepared?
By the way, I'm hosting a LIVE, streaming home defense how-to event on May 8th. Learn more at:
www.HealthRangerLIVE.com

Why would DHS need so many bullets and booths?
It's obvious that DHS is buying all this gear to be used against the American people. But why?

Here, I reveal a rational list of possible explanations for this behavior. These are what I see as 
possible situations that would result in DHS activating their plans to take over America's roadways 
and set up armed checkpoints across the nation:

• Fukushima disaster followed by radiation wave. This would result in a mass of refugees fleeing 
the West Coast.

• Grid down. This is a worst-case scenario, actually, which would result in mass death across U.S. 
cities. Huge outflows of refugees would be met by DHS checkpoints. Admittedly, some of these 
checkpoint booths might actually be handy for small cities and towns to protect themselves from 
fleeing desperate refugees from the larger cities.

• Financial collapse followed by social unrest. In this scenario, the checkpoints would be used to 
limit travel and control a very unhappy population.

• False flag terror attack followed by declaration of Martial Law. The checkpoints would be used 
like they were in East Germany. "Show us your papers!" Anyone who doesn't have the right papers 
gets arrested, beaten, raped, tasered and thrown in one of Obama's secret prisons authorized by the 
NDAA.

• Pandemic outbreak and quarantine of cities. In this scenario, the checkpoints would be used to 
keep people IN the cities, preventing their escape. (Escape from New York, eh?)

• No emergency at all: DHS could decide to just implement all the checkpoints even without any 
event happening. It could all be put in place merely as part of their prisoner training agenda, 
which the TSA has been carrying out for years in the airports. Sort of a "get used to living in a 
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police state" psychological tactic. I have no doubt that even if thousands of these checkpoints were 
put in place right now, all the government-worshipping, boot-licking Americans would bow down 
and praise the DHS for "keeping them safe" by borrowing a page right out of Nazi Germany.

Some people just love oppression, it turns out. I'm pretty sure they're vaccine damaged.

Record gun sales across America... what does it mean?
DHS is without a doubt gearing up for something big. Yeah, BIG. At the same time, Americans are 
buying firearms in record numbers -- as in millions of guns a month.

My friend, a deputy Sheriff who runs a gun store, says he has to "pull 20 strings" just to keep rifles 
in stock. They are flying off the shelves like nothing he's ever seen before in over two decades of 
business. Multiple firearms companies in the USA have publicly announced they are REJECTING 
all new orders from retailers because they are so backlogged in manufacturing guns that they can't 
even keep up.

By my estimates, Americans have already purchased over 10 million firearms in just the first 
four months of 2012. And the numbers just keep growing.

What's going on with all this?

Regardless of what you think about firearms, the honest answer is that Americans are legally and 
lawfully arming to the teeth. They are stockpiling ammo like never before. They're buying 
emergency medical supplies and stored food. One home builder I know told me he's working on a 
luxury subdivision in a major U.S. city where every single homeowner opted to build a "bunker 
room" inside the house as an add-on. (I had no idea...)

If you don't run in these circles, you may not be aware of all this. But I've got friends in law 
enforcement, in the military, former intelligence officers, people in the food industry, and so on. 
They feed me info on a regular basis, and what they're telling me is that both the government and 
the (informed) public are all stockpiling like never before, and a lot of people are getting nervous 
about the possibility of Martial Law or government confiscation of food, farms, guns, gold and 
more.

If this is all news to you because you've never heard this before, you should be even more 
concerned because it means you're probably behind the curve on all this. If you don't own a firearm, 
rest assured that most of your neighbors probably do by now (depending on where you live, of 
course). And huge numbers of them are also taking classes and seminars on how to use those 
firearms in self defense. Just call any of the major instructional schools (Gunsight, Thunder Ranch, 
etc.) and ask them yourself. You'll find out that their classes are all sold out, or that they're added 
new classes like mad in order to keep up with the demand.

How can we avoid conflict?
You've probably already figured out that all this purchasing of guns and ammo could be a disastrous 
recipe if the government begins to see the American people as the enemy. There are signs this is 
already under way, with even the Boy Scouts now being trained to target U.S. veterans as if they 
were enemy terrorists.

In a recent interview on the Alex Jones Show, survival author James Wesley Rawles 
(www.SurvivalBlog.com) warned that any government attempt to disarm the U.S. public would be 
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disastrous and end in total failure. The American people are already armed to the teeth, and they're 
getting even MORE armed by the day. Yet Attorney General Eric Holder has been conspiring with 
Janet Napolitano to try to outlaw the Second Amendment by running guns into Mexico and blaming 
the resulting gun violence on lawful gun owners. This is the whole "Fast & Furious" fiasco 
(http://www.humanevents.com/article.php?id=50807).

There is also talk that if Obama is reelected, he may seek to ban all semi-auto firearms, which 
means most ranch rifles, handguns and even many shotguns. This is also driving large numbers of 
people into the gun shops to buy up the available inventory like never before. In the gun shop I visit 
in Austin, there's a poster on the wall of President Obama, labeled, "Salesman of the Year." Truth be 
told, no President has resulted in more guns getting into the hands of private citizens than Obama!

Even the parts backlog is getting bad. I've run into this myself: Just ordering gun parts has turned 
into a nightmare, with 2-3 month wait times on many parts. I recently tried to purchase some new 
holster gear and had to wait 8 weeks for it. When I spoke to the retailer, they told me "Everything is 
being bought up by returning veterans" who are gearing up at home.

Something huge is taking shape, and my Spidey Sense is getting a really bad vibe about it. I can 
only hope and pray that whatever comes down does not involve the government making a really bad 
miscalculation and thinking it can nullify the Bill of Rights and try to disarm the American public. 
That would be a terrible mistake that could result in a huge loss of life. What government needs to 
do right now is find some humility and stop destroying the United States Constitution and crushing 
our rights and freedoms.

Yet, regrettably, that's not what I see happening. All across the country, I see government (both 
national and local) becoming more arrogant, more combative, and more thuggish in their behavior. 
Just look at the inexplicable actions of the Michigan DNR which now unleashes arms "hit squads" 
of government agents to mass slaughter farmers' livestock using armed farm raids 
(http://www.naturalnews.com/035585_Michigan_farms_raids.html).

Or look at Darrin McBreen's recent visit to Roswell, GA, where brutish-looking local cops warned 
the InfoWars crew to "stop filming the City Hall" and backed this up by claiming "There is no such 
thing as public property in Georgia." (Yeah, seriously. This recording was played on national radio.)

In California, we've got the illegal and highly suspect raids against raw dairy farmers, and in 
Pennsylvania, cops steal children away from mothers in hospitals and have them forcibly vaccinated 
(i.e. sterilized) as part of a population control agenda.

Government is not getting less arrogant, but MORE arrogant across this nation. And I fear it can 
only end in something disastrous. The People will not put up with tyranny forever. There is a point 
beyond which people figure they have nothing left to lose and they take action to restore their 
fundamental liberties. This is the lesson of history, repeated over and over again, nation by nation, 
throughout recorded human history.

Where will YOU be in all this?

I urge you to stay safe
I plan to be hunkered down at a ranch in Austin, Texas. Got my chickens, goats, rain barrel and 
ranch rifle. I'll be joining forces with the local Sheriff to stop looters, if it comes to that, and I'll be 
growing medicinal herbs to use in first aid treatment (I've actually already planted quite a 
collection). Who knows, I may end up running refugee duty, providing emergency medical care to 
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refugees fleeing the city of Austin itself.

Now, you may not agree with my analysis of all this, but these contract numbers don't lie. DHS is 
really buying hundreds of millions of ammunition rounds. Private citizens are really buying 
millions of guns every month. And even if you don't believe in owning firearms yourself, this is 
nevertheless the reality of what's happening around you. I urge you to have a strategy that deals 
with this reality in an informed, compassionate and yet determined way. Things are shifting rapidly. 
The government is in mass stockpiling mode. Citizens are convinced something big is about to 
happen. We're four months into 2012 and there are a lot of people who think December, 2012 is 
going to be a chaotic time (I personally don't believe in all the Mayan calendar stuff, but that's just 
my view).

I know I'll be ready, but I'm concerned that many NaturalNews readers aren't as ready as they 
should be. I want you to do well through hard times. I want you to be safe, to have crucial skills, 
and to be part of the solution rather than the problem. People who fail to get prepared become part 
of the problem, but people who get prepared in advance can help provide critical supplies and skills 
to their local community, thereby reducing the burden on law enforcement and emergency services.

Be part of the solution. Get prepared now for whatever might be coming. And think hard about why 
DHS is contracting to acquire 450 million bullets to be used domestically.

The writing is on the wall, folks. If you can't read it when it's all this blazingly obvious, there's not 
much else I can say to help ya.

Action items
1) Read www.SurvivalBlog.com

2) Get a seat at my upcoming LIVE streaming even on May 8th. Details are found at:
www.HealthRangerLIVE.com

3) Keep reading NaturalNews and other top alternative news sites which are really becoming the 
new mainstream news sites. Infowars.com, NoMoreFakeNews.com, NaturalNewsRadio.com, and 
so on. At these sites, you'll learn a wealth of information about what's really coming down 
(Fukushima, Martial Law, War with Iran, etc.).

Stay informed and you'll stay safe. That means you can save yourself from becoming a desperate 
refugee when the SHTF.

My preparedness philosophy, by the way, is:

1) Get prepared and get out of the big cities.
2) Stockpile now while you still can.
3) Support local law enforcement to restore order.
4) Share resources to help those less fortunate.
5) Grow your own food and medicine, and share seeds!
6) Resist tyranny. Restore the Republic. 
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Engineer reveals shockingly simple method to 
defeat any airport body scanner and smuggle 
guns, explosives onto airplanes without being 
detected 

Wednesday, March 07, 2012
by Mike Adams, the Health Ranger
Editor of NaturalNews.com (See all articles...)

(NaturalNews) The following is an article by Steve Watson, an in-house reporter for InfoWars 
(www.InfoWars.com). Steve covered the astonishing breaking news of an engineer who revealed a 
shockingly simple loophole that completely defeats the TSA's "naked body scanners" and would 
allow anyone to smuggle guns, explosives, box cutters or practically any metallic objects directly 
onto airplanes.

Even more astonishingly, as this story reports, YouTube immediately censored the video of this 
engineer in order to prevent the world from seeing it. So now YouTube is covering up for the TSA 
which is running a total security hoax that can be easily defeated by someone with only a $5 sewing 
kit!

The original article appears at:
http://www.infowars.com/man-demonstrates-why-tsa-body-scanners-are-wo...
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YouTube Restricts Video Of Engineer Proving How Useless 
TSA Scanners Are
by Steve Watson, InfoWars.com

Google/YouTube has placed restrictions on yet another video that exposes the fraudulent claims of 
the TSA and highlights how the federal agency's security theatre is part of a wider social 
manipulation agenda.

Engineer Jon Corbett of the popular blog TSA Out of Our Pants! 
(http://tsaoutofourpants.wordpress.com/) posted a video yesterday that demonstrates how the TSA's 
radiation firing body scanners can easily be bypassed.

The video shows Corbett carrying a metal case through the scanner, away from his body in his side 
pocket. Corbett explains that because metallic objects appear as black on the image the scanners 
produce, the machines do not pick up such objects if they are obscured by the background, which is 
also black.

Watch the video at:
http://tv.naturalnews.com/v.asp?v=91718591ABF48A76EB2423DA212DC115

Corbett has been rallying against the TSA for some time and has had several run ins with agents at 
airports. Corbett was also the first person in the country to sue the TSA for invasion of privacy. His 
case is still ongoing and is headed to the U.S. Supreme Court.

"The scanners are now effectively worthless, as anyone can beat them with virtually no effort." 
Corbett writes on his blog. "The TSA has been provided this video in advance of it being made 
public to give them an opportunity to turn off the scanners and revert to the metal detectors. I 
personally believe they now have no choice but to turn them off." he adds.

Within hours of the video being uploaded, blogs and news sites, including Yahoo News and the 
Mail Online had begun to pick up an the video, saying it was sure to go viral.

Now, despite the fact that the video contains no nudity, violence, abuse or other explicit content, 
YouTube has placed it behind an age restriction wall, meaning anyone who wants to view it on 
YouTube has to login or sign up for an account and verify their age.

"This video is not intended to teach anyone how to commit criminal acts, nor is intended to help 
"the terrorists" -- if I could figure this out, I'm sure they've long figured it out, and by exposing it to 
the public, we now have an opportunity to correct it." Corbett writes on his blog.

This means that the video has been restricted for no reason other than the fact that it is critical of the 
TSA and the government.

Corbett also explains in the video that multiple experts have already pointed out that the scanners 
can be easily bypassed and are next to useless at detecting explosive material and even metallic 
objects, meaning that standard metal detectors are more effective than the costly and potentially 
health threatening radiation firing scanners that are being rolled out in greater numbers across the 
country.

The same type of censorship has previously been applied by YouTube to other videos that have been 
critical of the TSA.
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Last month, Mike Adams of Natural News produced an animated video 
(http://www.naturalnews.com/034955_Judge_Napolitano_censorship_TSA_vid...) that highlighted 
how the TSA is using invasive enhanced pat downs, even on children, purely as a show of power 
and even a form of punishment for those opting out of the body scanners. Within hours the video 
had been restricted by YouTube. 
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